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The theatre of the Alaskan Eskimo was a theatre of visions and myths and
functioned in a time when the world was a shroud of mystery filled with spirits.
It was a theatre tradition that originated in the time before time, a time when
humans could easily transform into animals and animals into humans, when
myths were formulating the earth's shape and its ways. A millennium before
Aristotle's Poetics, this was a theatre of the earth, for those who lived by, off of
and with the earth. And like the earth, it was practiced as a dynamically
changing medium of performance expression. The theatre of the Alaskan
Eskimo was a theatre of the land, its elements and the animals and humans that
inhabited that reality. It was a theatre interlinked to its culture as only
aboriginal performance can be; separate but inseparable, a part, but of the
whole.

Generally dismissed or forgotten by the west as satanic, heathen, idolatrous,
ritualistic and ceremonial, the theatre of the Alaskan Eskimo, for lack of easy
comparison to western theatre models or concepts, was deemed unacceptable
and subsequently persecuted along with other Alaskan Eskimo cultural tradi-
tional practices. Today, the Alaskan Eskimo theatre tradition in practice exists
only in traditional social dancing and in increasingly infrequent and frag-
mented ceremonial presentations. The theatre tradition of the Alaskan Eskimo
has been essentially destroyed after years of missionary colonization, another
victim of western culture's inevitable invasion. What does remain of this once
vivid and complex theatre of the spirit world has been relegated to anthropo-
logical and ethnohistorical recordÂ—incomplete bits and pieces of a theatre
tradition, marginalized by a materialistic western culture that values the em-
pirical and written over the spiritual and oral traditions of aboriginal people.
Not practiced widely since the turn of this century, this orally transmitted
theatre tradition still exists in the memory of some living elders, but there too,
as only a vague and fragmented memory with incomplete meaning. After years
of Christian indoctrination, even those elders who might remember choose to
keep their memories hidden. To this day in several Alaskan Eskimo villages, the
missionaries still forbid the performance of traditional drums, singing or dancing
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even for benign entertainment, denying these villages the slightest continuity
with their traditional past. The meaning of Alaskan Eskimo theatre resided and
thrived, as do oral traditions, by its living practice. Written Alaskan Eskimo
language is only a recent occurrence, and with the written has come a further
removal from the living, breathing past/present that only an oral tradition can
embody. It was this dynamic reality of a living, oral tradition that made their
theatre tradition vital, ephemeral, and, because of discontinuity, nearly lost
to today.

The fragments of performance records that do exist are scattered about and
between the lines of the Alaskan Eskimo cultural history, indicating a profound
and highly sophisticated theatre: rich with tradition, song, dance, masks,
puppets, costumes, and scenography. It was theatre that developed over a
period of nearly three thousand years. It was theatre unlike any other in the
world, antithetical to western theatre in purpose, substance, methodology, and
execution. Theirs was not a theatre exclusively of human endeavor; theirs was
a theatre of the earth and the spirits that inhabit it.

Theatre of the Spirit World

In the theatre of the Alaskan Eskimo, the spirit was given a voice and a body;
the spirit world became incarnate and tangible to the community. The mainte-
nance of the spiritual world was of primary importance. The community and its
individuals interacted with the spirit world within their daily lives by obser-
vance of taboos, use of amulets, social structuring, and the like. But it was only
through ritual and ceremony, i.e., theatre, that the Alaskan Eskimo was able
actively to participate with the spiritual world. Performance served as a
window to a greater world and within this greater world was the mystery and
the transitory essence of the world. It was their theatre that attempted to make
visible the invisible that surrounded them. With so little, existing in the most
severe and inhospitable environment ever inhabited by human beings, the
Eskimos took stock in every resource at their disposal, including the spiritual,
which became inexplicably intertwined with their world view. A close-knit,
semi-nomadic and clan-like people, isolated and faced with a constant concern
for survival, the ancient Eskimos of Alaska went inside of their psychic and
spiritual selves as a matter of survival. They developed a highly complex
system of spiritual hierarchy, mores, and rituals so as to better maintain their
harmony with the earth upon which they were so precariously dependent. For
them everything had a spirit, an inua, which is a belief that still persists within
the contemporary Alaskan Eskimo culture today.
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Geography of Mind and Soul

Ten months a year the land of the Alaskan Eskimo is blanketed with snow. The
treeless, barren tundra is swept with constant blowing wind and the ever
changing sky melds white, gray, and blue into a horizon of sea or land. Distance
is immense and distorted, and ordinary perceptions are easily altered to accept
reality and illusion as one.

This is a land that remains today a land of unique visions: where it seems that
the farther one can see in the distance, the further one is able to see within one's
self. Today, as in the time of their ancestors, a village (numbering in size from
75 to 600 people) is set in the palm of the earth, surrounded by a vast white plain.
It is also a land of extremes. In Barrow, Alaska there is 24 hours of daylight in
the summer and no sunlight for nearly two months in deep winter. In the winter
the earth is illuminated by the reflection of the moon and the luminous, colorful,
indescribable poetry of the northern lights. It was within the long and deep fall
and winterÂ—a time when the spirits were said to roam freelyÂ—that Alaskan
Eskimo theatre took place.

The People

Three major groups of Alaskan Eskimos inhabit this land: Aleut, Yupik and
Inupiat Eskimo. The Aleut, inhabiting the Aleutian Islands, bore the brunt of
first contact with the Russian traders and are nearly extinct as a racial group
today. Though the least is known about this Eskimo group, what fragments that
remain suggest a long and developed theatre tradition. The Yupik Eskimo,
divided into two language groups, central and Siberian Yupik, inhabited the
southwest to central coastal areas of Alaska. The Yupik developed the most
elaborate spirit theatre traditions. The land of the northernmost inhabitants, the
Inupiat Eskimo, extends from the Arctic Sea to the west central portion of
Alaska's Bering Sea. The theatre of the Inupiat was the most thoroughly
animistic. All three groups had a vibrant, ongoing, distinct tradition of theatre.
Despite many similarities in kind, there was great diversity in their individual
execution of performance event. The diversity in their theatre, like that of their
social and cultural traditions, reflected and responded to the geography, envi-
ronmental conditions, game hunted, and concomitant spirits of their world.

The Community and the Community House

Common to all three Eskimo groups and primary to understanding the Alaskan
Eskimo theatre tradition was the community house. Before the advent of
European culture, at least one community house functioned in each of Alaska's
numerous villages.  These houses served a variety of purposes:  a men's club
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house, workshop, steam bath, place to tell traditional stories, and ceremonial
house. These houses where known by various names: kashim, qasgi, qalegi,
barbara, or qusiaq. Some ceremonial houses were said to accommodate up to
several hundred people in large villages, although most were much smaller;
some villages had several ceremonial houses organized by separate clans.

These semi-subterranean structures had several tiers of hide-covered benches

that created a three-sided or theatre-in-the-round stage setting. During some
performances a central fire pit would throw off a powerful light and produce
large and looming shadows on the soot-covered driftwood, hide, and earth
structure. During those performances when the fire pit was covered by planks,
seal oil lamps provided an equally dramatic source of light. Two tunnel
entrances were used to keep the arctic weather out: one entrance was for general
public use, while the other tunnel entrance was connected to the firepit and
provided a draft for the fire. Through the firepit entrance performers and
shamans would enter, for it was thought that the firepit tunnel was a pathway
to the lower world. Spectacular entrances were made from the skylight or
smoke hole, thought to be an entrance from the upper world. The upper and
lower worlds were places where certain spirits dwelled, and where spirits were
aligned more with the elements and hierarchy, rather than with the heaven and
hell connotations of Christianity. In this way the kashim, or community house,
became a living metaphor. The community, gathered tightly together in an
earth structure, was acted upon by the spirits from above, below, and within the
shadows of the fire flames (Curtis 9-12).

In the instance of an Inupiat community house at Point Hope, the supporting
beams were the jaw bones of bow head whales, the community's major food
source and most sacred animal. On the whale jaw beams were painted scenes of
legendary events and ancestral hunters. Other village community houses had
blue ceilings with depictions of stars and northern lights. Still others were hung
with carved figures that represented mythical figures or with painted animal
bladders giving honor to the spirit of that animal's soul because it was believed
that one of the animal's souls existed within the bladder (Lantis 84).

Nearly all theatre occurrences took place in the intimate community house
where the Alaskan Eskimo created events full of mystery, theatricality, and
community affirmation. The theatre of the Alaskan Eskimo was thoroughly
integrated and reflective of the day-to-day life and concerns of the community.
Here the spiritual and temporal worlds demonstrated that they were separate
but one in the same.
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The Land, Giver of All

Born of the environment that the Alaskan Eskimo inhabits was a theatre of the

landÂ—a theatre of ritual and ceremony that sought to maintain harmony with
the earth on which the Eskimo depended. The theatre of the Alaskan Eskimo
was also a theatre of the community and of the interdependence of the temporal
and spiritual worlds. Disproving western theatrical precepts, this was a theatre
without conflict as its generating source. The action of seeking harmony was in
a sense the "drama" element of Eskimo theatre. Absent was the plight of the
protagonist, an individual's (and specifically Western culture's) struggle in
quest or journey to resolve social, political or psychological conflict. Within the
Alaskan Eskimo tradition the entire community took a journey each time there
was a performance. This journey occurred within the context of a shared
cultural and cosmological framework.

It was much like the journey that the original audiences of Sophocles must
have taken when witnessing their community values, ideas, and issues revealed
incarnate. But unlike Sophocles and the western theatre tradition he helped to
found, the theatre of the Eskimo did not separate the acts of the individual from
the acts of the spirits by putting them into opposition. As western civilization
developed a rational and scientific explanation for world order, so its theatre
gradually rejected the issue of humanity's relationship with the spirit world as
unsuitable because it defied explanation. The theatre of the Alaskan Eskimo
reflected the view that the individual and the human community served
themselves, but only in relation to and as part of the larger community of the
spiritual. For the Eskimo, the elements, the animals, the earth and humans were
simply material expressions of one unifying spirit world.

The theatre of the Alaskan Eskimo was a theatre of non-aggression, whereas
western theatre at its core is dependent upon conflict. One can speculate that
conflict in Western theatre took hold and evolved once it eschewed active
dealings with the spirit world. Can it be that once the world order was
quantifiable and humans left to their own means that there arose conflict in
theatre? The Alaskan Eskimo inhabit the most inhospitable land on the planet,
where survival was and still is a constant struggle in conflict with the elements.
Yet their theatre reflected integration, balance and harmony. In the world view
of the Alaskan Eskimo, like that of other aboriginal peoples, the earth is the
measure of all things, and, by extension, humanity belongs to the earth. In stark
contrast the Western world view is that the individual is the measure of all

things. And with this view has come a disconnection from the ways of the earth
and a rejection of the idea of interdependence with the spirit world. With
humankind at the center of the Western world view, the earth has been relegated
to a secondary status. Likewise, in the drama of Western culture, the earth and
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the spirit world it embodies either provide a backdrop for human action, are
ignored altogether or are exploited as convenient antagonists, foil for human
drama.

The individual performer in the Alaskan Eskimo theatre was not an individual
in the sense of the western understanding, but someone who was part of a
whole. This was a cosmological view that connected everything; all things were
spiritually invested and transformational. Because the individual performer
was a part of the whole, the individual could transform into an animal; the
animal was within and just another part of the whole to which the performer
belonged. To disrespect the earth, its elements, or its animals was to do harm
to one's self. Alaskan Eskimo theatre recognized and maintained the sense of
cosmological whole, spiritual and material. Respecting and giving thanks to the
earth, the animals and the spirits were standard text of Alaskan Eskimo per-
formance.

The Yupik Bladder Festival, for example, was an event centered around the
returning of seal bladders to the sea, so that the spirits of the seal told other seals
how well they had been treated by the hunters. If the hunter had treated the
bladder correctly (it was believed that the eternal soul, the soul of the genus,
resided in the bladder) and gave it an appropriate four day festival of perfor-
mance, then seals would return the following season to offer themselves to the
hunters of that village. Though such an act has been dismissed by the west as
primitive superstition, the underlying symbolism and the spiritual metaphor of
such a performance signifies a fundamental understanding of and respect for
the cosmological interaction of hunter and game. The physical act of a yearly
performance of the Bladder Festival reiterates this relationship as its actions
made spiritual interaction tangible.

The Inviting-In Festival

This concept of the interrelatedness of all things also expressed itself in
performance traditions focused on the interaction within the community and
between one community and another. In such performances as the Messenger
and Inviting-In Festival, other villages or clans were invited to share and
interact. Events included performance competitions to see which group could
perform the most comically. Often comic presentations included current events,
such as making fun of Russian whalers or interior Indians by way of masked
performances and mimicry in song and dance. During the second day of the
Yupik "Inviting-In" Feast, as recorded by Hawkes in 1912, in the village of St.
Michael, competitive comic presentations were made between the Unalaklit and
Unalit people:
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. . . the Unalit trotted out their champion, a lithe old fellow, wonderfully
graceful and impressive in his movements. He wore a mask adorned with feathers
and an enormous nose, which I was told was a caricature of the Yukon Indian.
The Eskimo have lost none of their old hatred for their former foes, and still term
them in derision inkilik, "louse-eaters;" from the fact of their long hair being full
of these pests. Neither is the Eskimo, with tonsured head, freed from the same
affliction; as I learned more than once, at a crowded dance, to my temporary
affliction.

The old man took his place in the centre of the floor amid perfect
silence. With head on his breast and hands at rest on his lap he seemed sunk in
deep reverie. Then he raised his hand to his head and cracked a louse audibly.
This was too much for the Unalaklit, and they howled with laughter. Then having
won the competition by this ruse, the old man began his dance. Two women with
feather handlets stepped forth, and accompanied him, imitating his every move.
Higher and higher he swung his hands, like the rapid upward wheel of a carrier
pigeon.  Then the dance stopped as abruptly as the others; the day was won.  (31)

Such commentaries were a way to entertain, but also a way for the community
to reflect and integrate events in their changing world.

Wingeruk Masquerade

Performance provided the community a means for diffusing potentially vola-
tile situations. For example, the jealousy caused by extramarital affairs and
attractions could produce devastating strife in the closed, interdependent com-
munity of the Eskimo. The problem was averted by the Eskimo of Point Hope
in their Wingeruk masquerade dance, which took place at the conclusion of the
four day Sitting festival every fall.

Both men and women gather at their own ceremonial house preparing for the
event. Then each clan goes to the others ceremonial house in turn, dressed in odd
or old garments, or as members of the opposite sex. Both men and women usually
wear full, carved wooden masks. These masks have no spirit significance and are
simple, human, male or female masks.

Each visitor crawls slowly through the entrance hole of the other ceremonial
house and upon entering the dances alone before his or her "uma," a person who
bears the same name as one's wife or husband.

Sometimes the dancer, taking their masks off, rubs noses (kisses) with the uma or
lays his or her head upon the uma's shoulder as a portrayal of affection.

If the wife of a host had her nose rubbed she pretends to pull it off and throw it
away ... If a host umelik is kissed (has his nose rubbed) his wife grasps his nose and
pretends to throw it away. (Rainey 50)
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The Telling of the Qopaqagiq

The telling of traditional stories, ancestral events, and ancient, performances,
which occurred at most large performance events, was another way of linking
with the past and reasserting an understanding of their world. What follows is
a description of a storytelling device used as a part of the elaborate Sitting
festival that took place during the early part of this century at Point Hope. The
telling of the Qopaqagiq is the performance re-enactment of the clan's most
famous legend of whale hunting heroism. Its performance not only served to
entertain, but also served to link the audience with the past as it built the
confidence of the umilek (boat owner and captain) and crews for hunting the
formidable bow head whale. The performance served as a visualization of a
successful hunt, enabling the audience to see an important survival activity in
perspective and with humor. Also implicit in the performance is the spiritual
and transformational interaction between the shaman performer and the pup-
pets. This performance record comes to us by way of oral history transcriptions.

The Qopqagaiq of this clan is puppet whale boat crew . . . This Qopqagaiq
consists of small sacred puppets, wooden figures clothed in miniature parkas and
seated in a miniature umiak (a walrus skin boat used to hunt whales) about 3 feet
long, with paddles, harpoon, and all other necessary gear for the whale hunt.

Five sinew thongs operate the paddling figures and umelik seated in the stern,
while a small tube of seal gut opening in the back of the umelik's parka is used by
one of the three manipulators to make him breathe, simply by blowing through the
tube.

The angatkok (i.e. Shaman) then acts as if he were the umelik puppet seated in the
stern of the boat. The angatkok sings, "I want to see the people, and they want to
see me" (the puppet umelik patted his own chest) and "they want to see me breathe"
(the puppet's chest rises and falls with his breathing.)

As the song continues, the umelik figure motions with his tiny arm, directing his
crew, as the speed of their paddling increases until the song and mechanical activity
reaches a climax. (Rainey 49 and Pederson 554)

In a fury of drumming, singing, and dancing, the legend's story concludes one
section of The Sitting performance. It is in the heat of the escalating performance
that a sort of communion has taken place, one facilitated by the shaman and
including the puppets, the spirits of the legend represented, and the audience
which is intimately aware of that legend.
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Three dancers (dressed in intestine parkas) performing a walrus dance outdoors during the spring

Nulukatuk (whale festival) in Barrow, Alaska, circa 1975. (photo credit: Archives of the Alaska
and Polar Regions Dept. University of Alaska - Fairbanks.)
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The use of puppets and carved figuresÂ—both sacred and secularÂ—were an
integral part of the Alaskan Eskimo theatre tradition, perhaps because they
served as a visual metaphor for the Eskimo world view; the puppet was
dependent upon the human performers in the same way that the performers
viewed themselves to be dependent on the spirit world.

The Yearly Festival of the Dead

The marking of passing old to new, the underlying notion of cyclical regenera-
tion, was always evident in Alaskan Eskimo theatre, as it is central to their view
of the world. At the Yupik Yearly Festival of the Dead (a village-wide com-
memoration of the deceased of the previous year), recorded by the Russian
explorer Zagoskin in the 1840's, the interconnectedness, cyclical, and transfor-
mational quality of the Alaskan Eskimo world view was demonstrated in
performance. Not forgetting that life must be lived by the living and that the
living will carry the memory of the dead, this festival, like others, includes a
section for feasting and gift-giving.

It sometimes happens that a guest is invited to such a ceremony from a far-distant
village, just because he or she happens to bear the same name of the deceased . . .
this namesake was sometimes dressed from head to foot and presented with beaver
pelts, otter and anything else that the mourner considers most precious to them.
This, however, did not exclude other people in the kashim from also receiving
lesser gifts. These other gifts are given to people that were close friends or had
somehow helped the deceased during their life . . .

Each mourner then gives the namesake a bowl of clear water. Each namesake then
takes the offered bowl and dips their fingers in, and shaking drops of water three
times to the side into a crevice in the floor. With the shaking of the water each of the
namesakes say quietly:

"Drink, our dead."

The namesakes of the deceased are then given another small bowl, this bowl
contains food. Then the namesake takes small bits of food from their respective
bowls and likewise throws them into the firepit with the words:

"Accept, dead ones, from our supplies, and help us secretly next summer."

The namesake then begins to eat from the bowl and then offers others the food.

When the food from the small bowls is gone the small bowls are given to the
children present.

Shortly thereafter dancing and singing begins to celebrate the memory of the
deceased. This is done with drums and is meant to uplift and console the mourners.
The dancing generally lasts well into the night.  (138-39)
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During the Yearly Festival of the Dead, as in other performances cited, a
spiritual/performance transformation takes place with one person (the name-
sake) standing in for someone (or something else). By honoring the namesakeÂ—
who may very well be someone from another village and unknown prior to the
FestivalÂ—it is as if they honored the dead in person. The living namesake comes
to embody the idea, if not the spirit, of the deceased in the same way that a
performer transforms into an animal or into a legendary character. The spiritual
world was so much an accepted and integrated part of the Alaskan Eskimo
world view that this spiritual/performance transformation was easily accom-
plished. During performance the ordinary had the potential and opportunity of
transforming into the metaphor of the unseen world. In this way the totality of
the performance event became metaphoric of something greater than itself.
During the Yearly Festival of the Dead, the namesake, along with the other
recipients of gifts (i.e., the dancers, the village, and the children with their
bowls) together represented an arc between past, present and future. The
Festival itself transformed the community from the empirical to the spiritual by
the act of performance, which by its very structure represented the continuing
interaction between the temporal and the eternal cycle that included the dead,
the living, the young and the yet to be born.

Two tamborine-style drummers from Cape Prince of Wales, Alaska at the turn of the century. They

hit the drums from underneath, typical with the Inupiat Eskimo. Both wear traditional caribou
head bands and piercing their lower cheeks are labrets made of ivory which they wear in
recognition of their primary subsistence animal, the walrus, (photo credit: Archives of the Alaska
and Polar Regions Dept. University of Alaska - Fairbanks.)
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The Elders and the Shaman

Central to the Alaskan Eskimo theatre tradition were the elders and the

angatkok. The elders were the holders and conveyers of tradition in every aspect
of Eskimo life. They kept their orally transmitted theatre tradition alive, a
tradition that led back several centuries. From generation to generation per-
formance stories, songs, dances, acting, props, costumes, and mask traditions
were passed on with adjustments and evolutions over time.

In most theatre performances the elders worked in conjunction with the
angatkok, the shaman, the healer, the medicine man or woman, the keeper of the
community's spiritual well-being. The angatkok was a person either chosen,
trained or called into his or her position because of special expressed attributes,
which generally included the ability of spiritual vision. The calling of the
angatkok was a gift, something that came to a person naturally or something a
person sought to obtain and to develop because with it came power and
responsibility: a responsibility to the very survival of the community and a
power to effect physical and spiritual well-being. The angatkok was responsible
for improving the weather, healing the sick, procuring game, foretelling the
future, and contending with evil spirits. All of the angatkok's activities were
performed in public and with the community's interaction, for the role of the
angatkok was, at its core, that of a performance artist. The performance of the
angatkok reassured the community by demonstrating that there was indeed
interaction between the human and spirit world and that decisive action was
being taken. To the community, the angatkok's performanceÂ—trance, dance,
vocalizations, or ritualÂ—was a bridge to a mysterious and ineffable world. Like
the secular theatre artist of the western tradition, the angatkok gave form and
feeling to the tangible ideas and spirits that surround and live with the commu-
nity.

The role of the angatkok in the community's theatre performance was that of
master of ceremony cum stage director, choreographer, musical director, actor,
priest, prop, light, and scene designer. Although each community was familiar
with virtually all of the songs, stories and dances of a theatre performance, it
was the domain of the angatkok to make sure it happened in a way concomitant
with sacred practice for nearly all community performances; even the secular,
comic, and entertainment aspects were in manifestation and/or propitiation of
the spirit world. Specifically, spirit world connecting actions were the exclusive
realm of the angatkok, whereas other aspects of the performance were entrusted
to elders or community sanctioned performers.
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The Performance Spirit Journey and Origin Myths

Nearly all of the Alaskan Eskimo theatre performances originated in visionary
myths that involved an angatkok or spirit person. Many actual performances
were inspired by or were direct physical interpretation of an angatkok 's journey
to a spiritual realm. Prior to each sacred performance the angatkok journeyed to
the land of the spirits and returned with fresh impressions of many new faces,
which were to be carved into masks by himself or a woodcarver who had been
given careful instructions as to how the spirit "face" must look. On the same
journey the angatkok learned new songs, stories and dances that likewise
reproduced scenes from the spirit world.

One such interpretation of the spirit world occurred in the Yupik Doll Festival,
which is based on the myth of an angatkok from the lower Yukon River area who
took a journey to the land of the sky. One version of the performance myth was
told by Ikogmut of the lower Yukon River to Edward William Nelson in the
1880's.

Looking around, the shaman saw that every star was in reality a round hole in the
sky through which the light from above was shining. Raising himself up, he put his
head through the nearest star hole . . . The shaman then found himself in a
ceremonial house much like the one of his own village . . . and lying at the side of
each man was a small wooden image, all of which represented different kinds of
mammals, birds, and fishes.

From the roof hung two great hoops extending entirely around the room, one of
which was a little below the other, and both were about midway between the roof
and the floor. Extending from the roof hole down to the upper hoop were many
slender rods, the lower ends of which were fastened to the hoop at regular inter-
vals. Fastened to the hoops and rods in many places were tufts of feathers and
down. These hoops and rods represented the heavens arching over the earth, and
the tufts of feathers were the stars mingled with snowflakes.

. . . When the shaman returned to his village the people of the village were then
directed to decorate the kashim just as the shaman had seen it in the sky house, and
the people were taught all the necessary observances and ceremonies, during which
food and drink offerings were made to the inuas of the sky house and songs were
sung in their honor... When the sky people or shades were satisfied by the offerings
and ceremonies of the earth people, they would cause an image of the kind of animal
that was needed to grow to the proper size, endow it with life and send it down to
the earth, where it caused its kind to become again very numerous. (Nelson 494-97)
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The Performers

The performance style of the Alaskan Eskimo is best described as a combination
of mimetic acting and symbolic dance. Elaborate dances conveyed stories,
events and characters (animal, human, and spirit) directly and simply. Illustra-
tive gestures and dance movements symbolized actions or emotions (generally
derived from daily life activities) and were recognized as a movement language
by the region. Alaskan Eskimo performers and performances did not make the
artificial separation between dance, movement, song, and acting that is the habit
of western performance. The world view of the Alaskan Eskimo culture dictates
integration and a holistic sensibility that by and large continues true today.

Drumming and Festivals:  The Gift of the Eagle Mother

All performances were grounded in the drumming of either the gut head,
tamborine-style, or the box drum. The two-beat, iambic rhythm of the drum was
and is still standard to Eskimo dance. The tamborine-styled drum is promi-
nently used today and is found in sizes of 1 to 4 feet in diameter, covered with
the stomach lining of a walrus or seal (rip-stop or mylar also is widely used
today) and is hit with a stick on either the drum head or on the rim from the
bottom. The origins of the drum, dancing, singing, and festivities are explained
in various group-specific myths. According to one origin of performance myth,
told by Sagdluaq to Knud Rasmussen in 1923, Alaskan Eskimo performance was
a gift from the Eagle mother.

The eagle carried the hunter on its back to the mountain; higher and higher they
went until they had a view over the plains where men hunted caribou. But as they
got near to the peak of the mountain they could hear a strange knocking sound,
which grew louder and louder the nearer they came to the top. It was like the
beating of enormous hammers, and it was so loud that the ears of the caribou hunter
tingled.

"Do you hear anything?" asked the eagle.

"Yes, a deafening sound like the strokes of a hammer."

"This is my mother's heart you hear beating" said the eagle.

They reached the eagle's house, which was built right up on the peak.

"I must prepare mother, wait till I come back" the eagle said and entered the
house.
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A moment later he returned and led the caribou hunter inside. They came into a
house that was built in the same way as the houses of men, and there on the plat-
form, quite alone, sat the eagle's mother, decrepit and sorrowful.

Then her son spoke and said: "This young man has promised to hold a songfest
when he gets home. But he knows nothing about putting words together into
songs, he knows nothing of how to sing a song, nor does he understand beating a
drum and dancing for joy. Mother, men don't know how to feast and now this
young man has come up to learn it."

These words put life into the old eagle-mother; she became very pleased, express-
ed thanks and said: "But you must first build a festival house where many
people can assemble."

. .. And the old eagle-mother taught them to make drums, both the ordinary drum
consisting of a large wooden ring with a skin stretched over it, and the special
ceremonial drum, the one used at the great present-giving feasts, made of four
pieces of wood put together to form a hollow cavity, which gives a special clang
when struck with a drum-stick, which is narrow at the handle and thicker and
heavier at the other end. This festival drum had to have a deep, sonorous tone,
reminiscent of the beating heart of an old eagle.

Later the eagle-mother taught them to put words together for singing and to arrange
tones together so that they became song, and she showed them how to beat the drum
in time with the songs; and finally she taught him how to dance.

"Human beings are lonely, and they live alone, because they know nothing of the
gift of festival, and I have promised the eagles to teach them how to feast."
(38-42)

When an Eskimo beats a drum today, he or she knows the sound helps to keep
the Eagle Mother's spirit alive and young.

Performances were propelled by the rhythm of the drum whose subtle varia-
tions can elude the western listener. When a Yupik elder was asked recently
what accounted for such a seemingly monotonous beat, her reply was that "the
beat was like the waves of the sea, there are so many and they seem to be the
same, the sea is constant and always moving too, but the waves are all unique
and different just like Eskimo songs, and are never the same."1 The subtle and
sloping coastal tundra geography could be another analogy. Music, be it the
rhythm of drums or the multi-layering of song chanting, was what the dancer
moved to when a performer mimed an animal's behavior or told a story. When
drummers created the simple, deep rhythm, it was as if earth performed
through them. A similar style of rhythmic drum beating enabled the angatkok to
enter a trance state and connect with the power or helping spirits in the lower
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or upper worlds. It may well be that drumming not only provided rhythm for
physical action, but helped to create a trance-like state which added further to
the spiritual and communal event for performers and spectators alike.

The Transformational Performance

Central to the Alaskan Eskimo performer's task was the ability to transpose
and transform one's self into another being. By mimetically performing an
animal or another person, they were not acting; they possessed a part of that
animal or person's essence. Accounts of such transformations recall how a
performer, using the drum's rhythm, took on essential movements and attitudes
as if becoming that animal or person. This performance attribute may be rooted
in the belief that every living thing has two souls and that the soul that travels
is in a sense captured by the performer. Another explanation may be the
cultural belief that at one time people and animals were interchangeable and
transformational performance simply attests to this fact. It must be remem-
bered also that prior to the advent of western, written-oriented education, the
primary method of transferring knowledge was through demonstration and
imitation. Close proximity to their animals of imitation, reinforced by story-
telling, may also have contributed to strong physical imitation and
psychophysical character transformation.

Unlike western styles of psychological-based acting, the transformational
performance style of the Alaskan Eskimo is meant to represent both the indi-
vidual character and the archetype simultaneously. The archetype character
portrayal is based on the mythology of the animal/character (each animal has
a myth), its well-observed physical attributes, and its spiritual transmission
with the performer as medium. Rather than creating a world of the character,
the Alaskan Eskimo performer steps into a well-established cultural mythology,
participating in what is familiar, if not instinctual. The performer's participa-
tion is in this way both a reaffirmation and portrayal of deeply rooted cultural
beliefs and values; it is a performance mythology that reveals and asserts the
culture's infrastructure. The performer's character portrayal is a possession,
through spiritual and cultural facilitation, of the animal/character.

Masks and Totem Figures

The Alaskan Eskimo, especially the Yupik Eskimo, have possibly the most
elaborate and complex mask performance tradition in the world; they possess
the ability to transform themselves into other characters through the extensive
use of masks and other performance regalia.
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Masks and totem figures were used, to a greater or lesser degree, in nearly all
Alaskan Eskimo performances. Masks represented animals as varied as the
spotted seal, raven, and wolf. Comic masks, archetype masks of good and bad
men and women, and the spirit mask all found their way into performances.
Most masks were carved from driftwood that washed along the coast. However,
certain masks were made of moulded caribou hide; and in the case of the King
Island Eagle-Wolf Festival, the masks were the actual faces of the wolves.2
Totem figures were equally varied and included carved figures representing
myths, legends or family stories, stuffed animals, finger masks fringed with
caribou ruff or feathers, and protecting amulets made of animal parts.

Many masks, especially the powerful spirit mask, had a specific purpose
within a performance and were discarded or burned after use; the usage in
performance caused a loss of their power. Eskimo masks and totem figures were
believed to have a "life" which demanded that each be treated and used in a

special way. Such totems and masks also had a strong spirit power which
necessitated that songs be made for them in honor of their particular spirits. It
was believed that the totem or mask came alive upon possession during perfor-
mance. Masks and totems were often "fed" with food offerings of tiny pieces of
meat put into the mask's mouth or thrown into the firepit in their honor. In other
instances masks and figures were believed to have received sufficient nour-
ishment by simply being in the same room or atmosphere as meat.

The more fantastical masks recorded the angatkok 's journeys to the spirit world.
Such journeys could be to the bottom of the sea, to the land of the dead, or to the
moon, where the Man in the Moon kept the genus spirit of all animals. The spirit
journey masks were generally larger and more colorful than other masks and
were full of carved figure attachments and hoops that symbolized the universe.
An angatkok wore this mask when presenting a public performance of his or her
journey. The angatkok performed the journey as it had been experienced and the
mask, embodied with spirit, guided his or her performance. Given their highly
individualized, secretive nature, one can only speculate the performance mean-
ing and application of spirit masks, like the meaning of many other performance
masks.

The angatkok also commonly used a mask as a means to communicate with the
spirits during a time of crisis by employing the mask to investigate an illness or
bad weather. Other masks were used to pay homage to mythological person-
ages, monsters, or the spirit of animals. The mask, like the drumming, singing,
and the action of mimetic acting and dance, was another means of creating a
transformational performance, a bridge to the ineffable.
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A Group portrait of the Wolf Dance as performed by the King Island dancers at the turn of the
century. Note the use of actual wolf faces as masks, (photo credit: Archives of the Alaska and

Polar Regions Dept. University of Alaska - Fairbanks.)
H.M.W. Edmonds, an American anthropologist in the late 19th century,
recorded the following performance of the Yupik Bladder Festival, a vivid

example of how both masks and totemic figures were used in performance:
Finally the natives range themselves along the sides of the room and a few dances
of the ordinary kind take place. Then comes the great dance. The participants all

gather down beneath the floor, while the drums are beating. The Shaman takes
position near the middle of the floor, when suddenly from all sides are heard the call
of birds and the cries of animals being imitated.
While this is going on, the Eskimo jump up through the floor, all wearing masks
representing hawks, foxes, wolverines, etc. They all proceed with their backs to

the center of the room and so remain till at a given signal they turn around and
advance towards the center. At that same time the figure of a hawk swoops down
upon the ermine. Up through the hole in the floor jumps an Eskimo flopping about
and growling like a bear while another Eskimo appears at the hole as a fish. From
behind the lamps Eskimos come out rigged up in devil masks and look on at the
proceedings to see what mischief they may make. Then all at another signal from
the Shaman, go to their places and repeat the preceding ad infinitum until, at
another signal, they raise their arms aloft to the four cardinal points, and with
the hissing noise, make declaration that the ceremony is over. (Ray 39)
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Conclusion

The theatre tradition of the Alaskan Eskimo was deeply rooted within its
culture and unique to its environment and spiritual reality. As rich and varied
as the people that practiced it, the Alaskan Eskimo theatre was fundamentally
different in expectations and execution from that of the western theatre tradi-
tion. The Alaskan Eskimo theatre tradition has no easy definitions or record.
This is a theatre tradition that was reflexive to the lifestyle of those who lived
close to the earth. And like the earth, this theatre was constantly changing and
adapting its form in a mysterious, evolutionary way, which makes its meaning
for us today the work of conjecture. What comes to us are fragments from
anthropological, oral, and historical record. Museum artifacts and photographic
records speak to us too, but nowhere does the Alaskan Eskimo theatre speak as
loudly as it does in the living Eskimo culture of today. A rich tradition is evident
in their dancing, singing, drumming, and remaining ceremonies. Memory of the
Alaskan Eskimo performance tradition runs deep within its people, embedded
within the Eskimo cultural "DNA," a heritage encoded by an ancient and
continuing relationship with the earth. The theatre of the Alaskan Eskimo was
a spirit theatre; its very inspiration and purpose was to honor the land and to
maintain its harmony. Despite nearly successful attempts to dismiss the theatre
of the Alaskan Eskimo to the margins of history within the western categories
of the primitive, the idolatrous, the ritualistic, and the ceremonial, its voice, in
form and substance, speaks to today with a new relevance. The theatre of the
Alaskan Eskimo speaks the voice of the earth as it offers an ancient model of how
humanity and the earth once lived in harmony.

Thomas Riccio is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Theatre at the
University of Alaska, Fairbanks and Director of the Tuma Theatre, a program of
the Theatre Department and Alaska Native Studies.
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Notes

1.    From an interview by the author with Jimmie Toolie, a Siberian Yupik elder
and song maker. The interview took place in May, 1989 at Savoogna, St.
Lawrence Island, Alaska.

2.    The Wolf Dance has last been performed by the King Island dancers of Nome
in 1984. The regalia of that performance held true the tradition of their
elders by using masks made of the skinned animal in addition to arm length
seal skin gloves with puffin beaks serving as rattles. The performance itself
was in strict following of the Wolf Dance's long tradition. The knowledge
of the Wolf Dance lives only in a few elders, and it is doubtful if the Wolf
Dance will ever be performed again. King Island is an island of rock
outcroppings which Inupiat Eskimos inhabited until the late 1950's, when
they were forced to leave by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Since that time
King Islanders have lived as small communities in Nome and Anchorage.
However, with the passage of time even the tightknit Islanders are losing
their performance heritage in their new surroundings.
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